Radiused Gutter Request for Quote

Material: _____Copper ______Galvanized

Gutter Style: __________________________________________

For styles other than fascia, half round and ogee (these styles are available, also), log on to www.concordsheetmetal.com, click on the ‘Pictures’ tab, then choose ‘Gutters’. Click on the picture and the gutter description is noted below the picture. For gutter details, click on the ‘Downloads’ tab. Scroll down to see many styles we offer, or create your own.

Curving options:

_____ Stretch formed – Gutter will typically be made in 5’ – 7’ sections. Beautiful. Approximately six to ten week lead time, *ARO.

_____ Sectioned – gutter mitered in approximately 12” sections, on center. For half round, only the back and the bottom are cut, the bead is not cut through. Less expensive than stretch formed, achieves a nice, finished look. Approximately one to two week lead time, *ARO.

_____ 3 pieced – (for box or fascia gutter only) – curved back, bottom and front of gutter are manufactured separately and then put together and soldered inside. Nice product. Approximately one to two week lead time, *ARO.

*ARO – After receipt of order.

Radius #1 – _______’_______”. Total useable footage needed – _______ feet.

Radius #2 – _______’_______”. Total useable footage needed – _______ feet.

Radius #3 – _______’_______”. Total useable footage needed – _______ feet.

Options to giving radius: Supply Concord Sheet Metal with a template, or provide cord and rise and we will calculate radius.

CORD

Concord Sheet Metal
A Levmar Company

925–680–8723 ◆ 925–680–6569 fax
www.concordsheetmetal.com
1666 Willow Pass Rd, Pittsburg, CA

Contact: ____________________________
Co name: __________________________
Phone#: __________________________
Fax #: ____________________________